
 

 

Minutes of the CASS Trustees Meeting, 20TH January 2015  

Attendees;  Peter Hosegood, Mary Anne McFarlane, Mike Thomas, 
   Pat Walker, Carole Edwards 
 
Apologies:                Tim Auburn, Peter Edwards, Kim Goffin  

Item Minute Action/By 

1 
 
 
 

Minutes of previous meeting  
 
Minutes agreed and matters arising discussed, as 
follows; 
 
Data Protection and handover of client files;   
CE has templates of service closure/change of 
operation letters, also client permission forms, from 
Rethink MI and will continue to liaise with line 
management on implementation.   
 
 
 
MAMcF has spoken to the Data Commissioners office 
and suggested circulating the e-mail trail to inform the 
Board. 
 
Charity Commission up-date; 
Still no response. MT raised the option of consulting with 
local MP in order to challenge time scales and lack of 
engagement with applicants. 
 
 
Accountant; 
Chase the position that CASSPLUS will be in regarding 
VAT. 
 
DBS; 
PK is the only remaining Trustee requiring DBS check 
and will complete his asap. 

 
 
 
 
CE; Re-word letters 
so they are fit for 
purpose and start to 
engage with SU’s at 
all sites 
 
 
CE 
 
 
 
CE to contact Oliver 
Colville’s office with 
charity commission 
reference number 
and date of 
submission. 
 
CE 
 
 
PH 
 
 
 



 
Computers; 
MAMcF has a local contact who may be prepared to 
give advice/support re ICT. He has already suggested 
desktops rather than laptops on site. CE stated that we 
now have a good idea of specifications but needs advice 
on best prices so that we can apply to fund these 
purchases. 
CE also has a contact for a web designer who will be 
happy to help with the website when we are ready. 
CE laptop was also discussed; options for docking 
stations. 
 
Telephones; 
CE discussed BT package. General feeling was that 
theirs was too expensive and that we need further 
research. Current budgeting under Rethink is £450 per 
quarter but this greatly subsidised. 
 
Public Liability; 
PW has submitted the form, completed by CE, to the 
Broker and is awaiting a quote. 
 
Hadley; 
CE has submitted the latest proposal to Hadley Trust 
and is awaiting a call from Tom Silva. CE brought copies 
of the last two proposals for the Board to see how these 
are formatted. 
It was agreed to request 12 months funding for the 
2015-2016 if Hadley continues to sponsor CASS.  
 
 
Court Manager; 
CE requested a meeting with Anna Munday and has 
given an up-date on progress made. Also to stress the 
importance of CASS and our wider role within the courts 
now. She agreed that problem solving is the way 
forward and is hugely supportive of CASS. CE stressed 
the importance of raising awareness of problem solving 
when she is speaking to strategists within HMCTS. 
CASS is till considered a “small” service; CE stressed 
the importance of a consistent model across all local 
courts and the potential for CASS to grow, as a result. 
CE requested extra office space for staff to utilise (as we 
will soon lose the option to hot desk at Kinterbury 
House). Anna has sanctioned the use of spare offices 
which are currently being used for storage at the rear of 
the Youth Courts. 

CE to contact Julian 
Clutterbuck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE to circulate e-
copies. Also to 
share with the 
Accountant(?) 
 
CE and PZE to 
work on budget 
breakdowns as a 
matter of urgency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE to liaise with 
court  staff. 
 
 
 
CE take to team 
meeting and 
supervisions 



 
Away Day; 
Everyone happy with the Away Day and felt that it met 
all objectives.PE suggested typing up personal 
objectives to display in offices, review and up-date. 
MAMcF commented on the turnover of volunteers. CE 
suggested this is largely due to the links with Plymouth 
University and the numbers of students that we tend to 
attract; more consistency in Cornwall. The volunteers 
were agreed to be a hard working and committed bunch; 
born out by the fact that some recently departed 
volunteers arranged leave from new employment in 
order to contribute to the day. Board was pleased with 
how everyone mixed and got to know each other. CE 
has received excellent (and similar) feedback from the 
team. 
Board members who were ex magistrates commented 
on the  changing faces of volunteers and how difficult it 
made it to identify CASS inside the courtroom because 
of this. MT; confused with AA and DAA. PW; liked the 
logo on the back of clipboards. 
Discussed better identification; shirts, badges, where we 
sit inside the courtroom, name plate displayed in 
courtroom…  
The group was impressed with the Away Day facilitator 
but missed the fact that there was no post event 
evaluation. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE to discuss with 
Richard Bennett 
 
CE to chase 

2 CASS Updates; 
 
Magistrates Training; 
CASS has been asked by Cornwall Magistrates to 
deliver some training about what CASS does and how to 
refer more effectively. We are delivering this on 5th 
(lunchtime) and 10th (evening) March in Bodmin and 
Truro Courts. Our understanding is that this is to 
members of the Magistrates Association, so we do not 
expect huge numbers of attendees, but it will 
undoubtedly be an opportunity to promote post sentence 
problem solving and raise awareness of the defendant’s 
journey after sentencing. 
 

CASS will also be delivering Community Court training, 
alongside partners, on 18th (evening) and 26th (morning) 
March in Plymouth. This is part of a drive to promote 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



and extend Magistrate involvement in Community Court 
hearings. Helping a wider group of Bench members to 
develop confidence in how to engage with defendants 
will also help to drive referrals from other courts in 
Plymouth. (Currently, many magistrates believe they 
can refer to CASS from the specialist Community Court 
alone.) CASS will be working with Plymouth University 
in order to identify suitable “problem solves” from our 
archives and to “act” them out in court; then, again, to 
explain referral options and the journey of the defendant 
after leaving court. 

The Board magistrates suggested CASS attending 
Bench AGM’s, which we have done in the past. Richard 
Woof is the Chairman of the Training Development 
Committee and may be interested in the development of 
Problem Solving. 

Restorative Justice; 
CE reported that she is attending RJ forums in both 
Plymouth and Cornwall. Whilst there may be a role for 
CASS within this field of work, she is sensitive to what 
that role might look like. CASS must be true to its 
purpose and much of the RJ approach, though it is 
being portrayed as “balanced” is still very victim 
focused. CASS involvement may help to address this 
balance. We may also be seen as an important referral 
route via Magistrates Courts (most especially for low 
level offenders/offences). We do, of course, also work 
with victims. There is also the potential for CASS to be 
the point of contact for any signposting that is identified 
during RJ process. CE discussed the role of CASS as 
“facilitators” of RJ and the blurring of service 
boundaries. MAMcF has a lot of information and 
experience of RJ so this will help to inform our 
involvement as forums develop.   
 
Integrated Personal Care Commissioning; 
PZE attended an event in Dec and CE has booked to 
attend a Conference on 30th Jan. MAMcF accepted the 
opportunity to also attend, as the event is in 
Bridgewater. (May have the potential to improve links to 
Health Commissioning). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE to write to A 
May in Cornwall. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Funding; 
Not discussed in detail today as there are still blocks on 
applications due to the lack of a charity number. CE 
applied to Esmee Fairbairn before Xmas, with the 

 



application unsuccessful. It was critiqued by CRCC after 
it was submitted, giving useful tips for the future. 
CE continues to gather details for future grants 
applications for when we are independent. 
 

4 Transition Plan/Business Plan  
CE awaiting confirmation from Rethink regarding her 
redundancy. She will then discuss the position of the 
service at the end of March based on extended 
conversations with both Hadley and Rethink in order to 
establish transition/closure of CASS and position of staff 
(DM and LH). 
 

 

 Date of next meeting: 
 
Monday 2nd March  
Plymouth Magistrates Court, Hub Room 
 

 

 

 

 


